Travellers Jordan (Travellers - Thomas Cook)

New for 2007, Travellers Jordan is
perfectly designed for mainstream visitors
to this popular Middle Eastern destination.
This book delivers: expert advice, tracking
down the best sights and experiences;
Suggested Itineraries and Highlights
sections to help you make the most out of
your trip; detailed background on people,
geography, culture and history; clear and
accurate mapping for orientation at
country, region and city levels; suggested
walks and tours to somewhere a little
different; impartial and dependable
sleeping, eating and entertainment listings;
full colour throughout, with over 140
photographs; comprehensive coverage of
Amman, Jerash, Petra, Wadi Rum, Aquaba,
The Dead Sea, Karak, Pella, Madaba, and
more. Travellers are popular, compact
guides for mainstream travellers wanting to
discover something a little different on
their trip. Covering the very best of
country, regional and city destinations,
they offer the perfect balance of culture,
history, practical information, mapping,
photography and listings to appeal to a
mass-market readership.
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Currently passengers flying to the UK from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Monarch, Thomas Cook and Thomson have said
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Popular, compact guides for discovering the very best of country, regional and city destinations (Travellers - Thomas
Cook)
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